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SUZOHAPP to present industry-leading solutions at EAS

SUZOHAPP extends a warm invitation to visit its Stand #2-215 at the upcoming Euro Attractions Show (EAS), the IAAPA exhibition which will take place between the 25th and 27th of September in Amsterdam.

Cash and cashless management are becoming increasingly important to operators in the amusement industry. Nearly everything revolves around payment possibilities – entrance fees, machine play, various game play, purchasing food, drinks and memorabilia, to name just a few.

At this year’s EAS, SUZOHAPP will showcase its extensive range of cash handling solutions, from individual components to complete cash management systems. One of the biggest highlights will be the new SCAN COIN ICX Active-9. This advanced coin sorter represents the new mid-range class of sorters and offers invaluable support to operators in their day-to-day operations. Equipped with a 10” touch screen interface, it can sort up to 9 different coin types / tokens at a rate of up to 2,700 per minute.

Operators often need to offer their customers the ability to change their money in order to play on the machines. SUZOHAPP will present the Comestero Dual Coin PRO and Easy PRO, which are the best-selling change machines in the industry. Visitors looking for the latest technology in coin and banknote counting/sorting will enjoy seeing the SCAN COIN desktop solutions, including the SC-8220, the SC-306 and the DTC-9. For cashless technology, SUZOHAPP will show the IDEAL solution which provides operators with a host of benefits through the sheer number of individual services – all of which can be managed by this one system. IDEAL is card-based with various card reading abilities, making the solution very user-friendly.

At this year’s EAS, significant focus will be placed on the new E-PRL electronic reprogrammable lock which will be taking center stage in the SUZOHAPP stand. This patented high-tech locking system offers more than 10 billion possible combinations and is the ideal solution for access identification and control. The new Bluetooth model enables operators to have online control of the lock from a remote location, even from a smartphone or a tablet.

Additional solutions displayed at the SUZOHAPP stand will be the cash handling equipment. A broad range of components for manufacturers will be showcased: for coin-in, the Comestero RMS electronic coin mechanisms and for coin-out, a variety of hoppers. Finally, the CompetitionPRO product line will be displayed, including cups, balls, tickets, and dispensers.

“We are excited to present our complete portfolio of cash handling solutions and payment systems. Whether for coins, banknotes or tickets, we have a full range of products to choose from,” stated John Vallis, Vice President Gaming and Amusement EMEA. “Please join our experts at EAS to see a live demonstration of our latest innovations.”
About SUZOHAPP

SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.- based international private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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